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Abstract: Super capacitor is now widely used in the field of design and daily life. Super capacitor is different from the 
normal battery, it occupyies the seat as an important role in creasing in energy storage area due to its own advantages. The 
principle and applications of the super capacitor were described in this article, and the equivalent circuit model of the su-
per capacitor was modified and given. The definition of charging efficiency, discharging efficiency, storage efficiency and 
energy conversion efficiency were given out clearly. We can concluded that the charging efficiency of constant voltage is 
low and not suitable for charging through analyses of the three charging ways of constant-current, constant-voltage and 
constant-power. The constant current charging is fast and efficient, the constant power charging can only suit for special 
field as photovoltaic power generation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Super Capacitor is a kind of new type energy storage de-
vice between traditional capacitor and battery which also 
named Electric Double Layer Capacitor (EDLC) or Power 
Capacitor. It has both characteristics of rapid charge and 
discharge of capacitor, and also have battery energy storage 
features. Super capacitor is via an external electric field po-
larization electrolyte, and produce positive and negative ions 
in the electrolyte, and adsorb on the surface plate, then real-
ize the energy storage. In recent years, the super capacitor 
research in the world gradually increased, and achieved cer-
tain results. There are a lot of super capacitor of different 
company to enter the market [1-3]. 

Super capacitors have many advantages compared with 
other batteries. Such as it have high energy density, charging 
and discharging quickly, long cycle life, high efficiency of 
storage, pollution-free, it also has wide working temperature, 
high reliability, and can charge and discharge with rapid cir-
culation and discharge characteristics for long time. Super 
capacitor is mainly used in UPS, cars, ignition, flash and 
other fields, especially in the development of application in 
the field of electric vehicles has aroused extensive attention 
of the world. Super capacitor energy storage has its own 
characteristics such as charging efficiency and charging 
ways has a lot to do, influenced by temperature, cycle times. 
In some larger load of transformer substation with the meth-
od of super capacitor and battery hybrid energy storage, play 
their respective advantages, improve efficiency and cost sav-
ings. This paper analyzes the super capacitor charging effi-
ciency, discharge efficiency and energy storage efficiency, 
 
 

and research the affect on the charging efficiency and charg-
ing way [4, 5]. 

Principle of energy storage of super capacitor is different 
from the battery, its capacity of the process of charge and 
discharge states has its own characteristics. Super capacitor 
charging and discharging efficiency is mainly influenced by 
charge and discharge current, temperature, charge and dis-
charge cycles and other factors such as including charge and 
discharge flow. The super capacitor generally adopt the 
method of constant current charging and voltage limiting, in 
addition, also has constant rate of word charging. Constant 
current charging with voltage limiting method for control of 
the highest voltage of Umax, constant current charging into 
constant pressure after floating, until the super capacitor is 
fully charged [6-8]. The advantage of using this charging 
method: charging with the larger current to save the charging 
time at the beginning, later the constant-voltage charging can 
reach the end of the charging by small current charging, not 
only ensure full, also can avoid the super capacitor internal 
high temperature and the effect on the characteristic of super 
capacitor capacity. 

2. THE ANALYSIS OF ENERGY STORAGE AND EF-
FICIENCY OF SUPER CAPACITOR  

2.1. The Energy Storage Principle and Equivalent Circuit 
of Super Capacitor 

Super capacitor generally divided into electric double 
layer capacitor and faraday capacitor, in this article we will 
discuss electric double layer capacitor (EDLC). The elec-
trode mainly made with carbon material including the elec-
trolyte, the electrodes and the separator. The structure is 
shown in Fig. (1) [9, 10]. 
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As with ordinary capacitor, the anode and the cathode of 
the layers store the positive and negative charge respectively 
when the super capacitor has voltage at both ends. The elec-
trolyte will form the opposite electric charge to balance un-
der the action of the electric field in the electrolyte and the 
electrode interface. This formed the electric double layer by 
the structure. As shown in Fig. (1), the activated carbon and 
the electrolyte flow closely contacting actual electrode to 
obtain larger contact area, thereby this increased the capaci-
tance. In the process of discharge, charge of the anode and 
the cathode plate continue to leak, and the charge of contact 
with the electrolyte surface is reduced correspondingly. The 
charge and discharge process of the super capacitor does not 
involve a chemical reaction, and super capacitor can cycle 
number and has higher stability. 

The internal structure of the super capacitor is very com-
plex, Debye polarization cell model and Newman’s trans-
mission line model. But this two model is very complex  
 

when we compute. The general use of the model in the fol-
lowing requirements is not high in the case to the equivalent 
of super capacitor. It is shown in Fig. (2). 

The super capacitor is equivalent to a resistor structure 
with an ideal capacitor C and resistance Rp are connected in 
parallel, and then series with Rs. Rs replaces the resistance 
of super capacitor produced in electrode and electrolyte. Rs 
replaces the resistance of static loss of super capacitor. 

According to the formula: 

  P = I
2
R  (1) 

According to the formula, we can obtain the conclusion: 
The power consumed by Rs will be larger with current in-
creasing when the resistance Rs is constant. Rs will product 
amount of heat because of energy consumption, especially 
obvious in the case of high current charging and discharging. 
So the existence of Rs has a great constraint on the super 
capacitor charging and discharging. 

 
Fig. (1). Structure of double layer capacitor. 

 

 
Fig. (2). Equivalent circuit diagram of super capacitor. 
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2.2. Analysis of Super Capacitor Energy Efficiency 

There are a lot of research on the energy efficiency of ca-
pacitor at present. We had consulted a lot of literature, but 
have not found a unified statement about energy efficiency 
of super capacitor. We believe that the energy efficiency of 
super capacitor has the following three kinds. 

The charging efficiency (
 
!

c
) is the ratio of energy stor-

age of capacitor when super capacitor is charging and the 
input energy of the charger. 
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We can know from the super capacitor equivalent circuit 
that super capacitor internal electrolyte and plate will also 
produce heat because of the consumption of energy during 
the course of charging. The electric energy stored in the su-
per capacitor is different from the electrical energy charged 
into the super capacitor. 

The discharging efficiency (
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) is the ratio of energy 

storage (
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) released from the super capacitor and the ener-

gy stored in the super capacitor (
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This formula also applies to other battery. In the process 
of discharging a part of energy will be consumed in the form 
of heat. Both the chemical battery or super capacitor Can't 
100 percent release of stored energy because of discharging 
voltage constraints. 

The efficiency of energy storage (
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e
) is the ratio of ener-

gy storage released from the super capacitor(
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energy stored in the super capacitor(
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The efficiency of energy conversion mainly refers to ra-
tio of the capacitor energy released and the charger charge 
energy. It represents the utilization efficiency of which the 
electrical energy output. 
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The efficiency of energy storage is different from the 
charging efficiency. Although efficiency of energy storage is 
definited of charging efficiency in some literature, but the 
efficiency of energy storage include the process of charging, 
discharging and stewing. There is little loss of energy in the 
process of charging and discharging. There is loss of energy 
in process of stewing because of the existence of Rp from  
 

 

the equivalent structure diagram of super capacitor. If the 
efficiency of loss energy is smaller than 4 percent, efficiency 
of energy storage can be approximately regarded as the 
product of charging and discharging efficiency. 
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The efficiency of energy conversion depends on the effi-
ciency of charging/discharging and stewing. The efficiency 
of energy conversion will be higher with the increase of the 
efficiency of charging/discharging and stewing. 

3. ANALYSIS OF CHARGING EFFICIENCY WITH 
DIFFERENT CHARGING MODE  

The charging process of the super capacitor is the physi-
cal process not involve chemical reactions, This makes the 
super capacitor has little effect on aging in the use of the 
process of charging or discharging. Super capacitor can real-
ize the fast charge without memory effect. In theory, the 
charge of super capacitor is unlimited. According to the 
characteristics of super capacitor, charging mode of super 
capacitor include constant-current charging, constant-voltage 
charging and constant-power charging. The different charg-
ing mode has great influence on charging efficiency of super 
capacitor. In practical application, we select the super ca-
pacitor according to the specific situation . 

3.1. Constant-current Charging 

Super capacitor charging process of the equivalent circuit 
can be simplified as shown in Fig. (3). In the equivalent cir-
cuit diagram,it is simplified as an ideal capacitor and a resis-
tor in series circuit. Its resistance is an important factor to 
affect the charging time and charging efficiency. 

The constant-current charging is a charging method 
widely used at present. It can be set different charging cur-
rent according different demands. The charging will be 
shorter when the charging current become larger. In Fig. (3), 
assuming I charging current, charging voltage of U(t), the 
initial capacitor voltage UO is 0.We can calculate the charg-
ing efficiency in the below formula. 

  

!
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2R
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It can be seen in formula(6), Rs and C is constant values 
of super capacitor, so the charging efficiency is only relevant 
for the charging time, the charging efficiency will be higher 
when the charging time become longer. The calculation of 
the charging time can be simple expressed as shown in the 
below formula. 

  

T =
C !U

C
(T )

I(t)
 (8) 

Uc(T) is a constant value of rated voltage of super capaci-
tor. From the formula we can see that the charging current  
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and the charging time is inversely proportional and it is in-
dependent of other factors. We had calculated the charging 
efficiency In the 3500F/2. 7 V of super capacitor as an ex-
periment. In this experiment, the capacitance C=3500F, 
Rs=0.5mΩ, the initial voltage is 0v,the rated voltage is 2.7v. 
The relationship between the charging efficiency and charg-
ing time is shown in Fig. (4) [11]. 

As it can be seen from Fig. (4), if the charging time is 
within 50 s then the charging efficiency reached 90% at the 
most, prolong the charging time to 200 s, the charging effi-
ciency can reach above 95%. The charging efficiency is 
higher with much time. We have to have a balanced consid-
eration of charging current and charging time o in the super 
capacitor charging, so as to achieve the purpose of quick and 
efficient. 

3.2. Constant-voltage Charging 

The constant-voltage charging refers to keep constant 
voltage charging power supply unchanged in the process of 
charging for super capacitor, the current will continue to 
decrease constantly with the charge processing. When we 
select the constant-voltage charging mode we must select 
suitable voltage source, and the voltage pulsation must be 
little. 

 
 

According to Fig. (3) we can draw that: 
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By the above formula, we can get the output voltage of 
super capacitor. 
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Among them, 
 
U

CO  is the super initial capacitor voltage, 
this experiment provided the initial voltage of 0. The energy 
consumed by resistor is 

 
W

R
, the capacitor charging energy is 
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C
, the charging time is T. We can obtain the formula as 

below. 
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By formula (2) and formula (3) we can obtain the formu-
la of calculation of the charging efficiency. 

 
 

 

Fig. (3). Super capacitor equivalent simplified circuit diagram. 

 

 

Fig. (4). Relationship of charging efficiency and charging time. 
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It can be seen from the above equation that the charging 
efficiency in constant voltage charging process increases 
with the increasing of charging time, it can reach 50%, the 
low efficiency of constant-voltage charging associated with 
the charging mode. Due to the characteristics of super capac-
itor caused by the super capacitor is not suited for the con-
stant-voltage charging method to charge. But different from 
the conventional battery charging, the charging efficiency 
disconnected with resistance for the same super capacitor. 

3.3. Constant-power Charging 
In certain circumstances, we will select the constant 

power supply for charging. The advantage of constant-power 
charging is it can not affect other circuit and have constant 
input power. In this charging mode the charging voltage and 
current changes changed with time changes [3]. 
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Further derivation, we can calculate the current: 
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For the convenience of calculation, the super capacitor 
terminal voltage of 

  
U

C0
 to 

  
U

C
(T )  is divided into N parts, 

which considers each equal parts of current is constant, set 
the appropriate step size, and then calculated through the 
differential,we can get the constant-power efficiency formula 
of constant power for charging: 
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Analysis of above formula can be obtained that the 
charge energy is mainly consumed in the resistance of Rs at 
the beginning, with the increase of the voltage across the 

capacitor and the decreases of charging current, the energy 
consumed by heat also decreases, the charging efficiency 
gradually improved, finally can reach more than 90%. The 
constant-power charging applicated in the photovoltaic pow-
er generation. 

Combination of the above theoretical analysis, it is not 
difficult to find that there is great correlation of super capaci-
tor charging efficiency and charging method, which has great 
relationship with the super capacitor itself. The efficiency of 
constant-current charging is high, but by the late voltage of 
both ends of the capacitor is too large, the efficiency of the 
constant voltage charging become too lower at this time. The 
control circuit of constant-power charging complicated, so 
we can take way of combined charging. It will take a large 
current charging mode when the super capacitor terminal 
voltage low, with increasing charging terminal voltage 
change for decreasing current or constant voltage mode, so 
that the charging more fully. 

4. VERIFICATION OF THE CHARGING EFFICIEN-
CY  

The size and direction of current will change at the end of 
constant-current charging and discharging, so we can meas-
ure the equivalent series resistance of super capacitor 
through the current step method. The specific method is ac-
curate to record the change of voltage of super capacitor 
when the size and direction of current changed. Using the 
following relation: 

 

ESR =
U

I
 (17) 

At temperature of 25 degrees Celsius, we use 2.7V as the 
upper limit voltage of the super capacitor whose capacitance 
is 3700F,and use 1.3v as the lower limit voltage. The super 
capacitor was charged with constant current I, its value is 
20A, 50A, 100A . 

It shows that the variation of the charging process of the 
voltage of super capacitor in Fig. (5). It has a sinuate margin 
obviously at the beginning and the end of charging. The 

 

Fig. (5). The voltage change of constant current charging. 
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charging voltage of Super capacitor changes linearly. The 
voltage changes quickly in the initial stage, and changes gen-
tly in the middle, in the end it change quickly again. This 
proved that: The time of super capacitor charged fully is 
shorter when charging current get larger. Causes of terminal 
voltage fluctuation of super capacitor is mainly affected by 
the impact of the charging current and the equivalent series 
resistance. The effects of the two factors make the effective 
energy storage of super capacitor changes, it leads effective 
energy storage to lower with the increase of charging current. 

We have tested the charging efficiency with the constant 
charging current. 

From the Table 1 we can know the efficiency can reach 
above 0.99. The charging efficiency is most high when 
charging current is 70A. The analysis as shown in Fig. (5). 

 
Table 1. Efficiency of different charging current 

Id Charging Current/A Efficiency 

1 10 0.9846 

2 20 0.987 

3 30 0.9908 

4 40 0.992 

5 50 0.9928 

6 60 0.9938 

7 70 0.9941 

8 80 0.9932 

9 90 0.9904 

10 100 0.9882 

 

As shown in Fig. (6), describes the change of the rela-
tionship between charging efficiency and charging current in 
the condition of constant current. The charging efficiency is 
lower with the current i smaller, it gradually increase with 
the increase of charging current. When the charging current 
increase to a certain value, the charging efficiency begin to 
reduce. So in the choice of charging current, in order to meet 
the requirements of users and achieve optimal configuration 
of super capacitor, we should consider the relations of the 
charging time, energy storage and charging efficiency.  

CONCLUSION  

This paper gives a clear definition charging efficiency, 
discharging efficiency and storage efficiency of super ca-
pacitor. Through the calculation of charge efficiency of the 
three charging modes include constant-current charging, 
constant-voltage charging and constant-power charging. We 
can draw that the constant current charging can realize fast 
charging, The charging efficiency can be up to 95% or more, 
it is the most suitable for super capacitor charging. We 
choose the charging current according to the actual situation 
because the charging efficiency is inversely proportional to 
charging current. 

Characteristics of super capacitor and constant-voltage 
charging mode determines the constant voltage charging 
efficiency is less than 60%, but this can’t represent the effi-
ciency of super capacitor is low, only the constant-voltage 
charging mode is not suitable for charging of super capacitor. 
In the choice of charging mode it can also be combined with 
constant current and constant voltage in two ways, charge 
with constant-current at the beginning, when the voltage 
reach nearly rated voltage, then charge with constant-voltage. 

Constant-power charging is generated for photovoltaic 
power generation based on MPPT, the theoretical efficiency 
can reach as high as 95%, but the constant power source to 
achieve more complex, it is not suitable for a large number 
of application. We must choose the proper charging mode 
according to the different needs. 

 

 
Fig. (6). Relationship of efficiency and current. 
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